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 Abstract 
   An explosive sound wave is emitted from a line source in air which is separated 
from underlying water by an infinite plane surface. The problem of refraction of the 
wave into water is solved both by an exact method of integration developed by GARVIN 
and by an approximate evaluation by the method of steepest descents of the solution of 
the wave equations. Especially, natures of the motion of a water particle near the 
surface and very far from the source are made clear .
1. Introduction 
    Let us suppose that harmonic sound waves in air are incident on an infinite plane 
surface which separates air from underlying water. It is well known that rays incident 
at angles exceeding the critical angle (13°5') are totally reflected, leaving in water an 
exponentially decreasing field with depth, and at points in water near the boundary 
surface and far from the source the field produced by the ray totally reflected at a 
surface point directly above the receiving point is much greater than the field produced 
 by the directly refracted ray into water. (E. GERJOUY, 1948). 
   But those results have been obtained by approximate evaluation of complicated 
integrals and the discussion has been restricted by rather uncertain relations between 
certain parameters which represent distances and wave lengths concerned . 
   To make clear the nature of the motion of a water particle, we make use of the 
method of GARVIN (1956) which enable one to evaluate exactly the integrals contained 
in the solutions of the wave equations, although his method is restricted to two-
dimensional waves of a specific impulsive type. 
   The GARVIN'S method has been successfully used by H. HONDA and K . EMURA 
(1958) in their problem of wave propagation in the medium consisting of two semi-
infinite liquids. 
   While they are interested in the motion of a particle in a low velocity medium 
caused by a line source also placed in it, we will study the problem of refraction into 
the high velocity medium. 
   Besides the exact solution we have obtained approximate solutions of different 
type from  GERJOUY'S. For convenience sake gravity will be put out of account . 
2. Exact Solution 
   We take the xz-plane in the boundary plane between air and water , the y-axis
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vertically upward (Fig. 1). Density and sound velocity are denoted respectively by  p, 
and  al for air, and  p, and a2 for water. A line source is located at (0, h, 0), and the 
motion caused by it is assumed to be unchanged in the direction of z-axis. 
   Displacement components u and v are written 
          acPi afPi
   = i                    ay ' i = 1, 2, (1) 
where  q)i is the displacement potential and the subscripts 1 and 2 represent the quantities 
in air and water, respectively. The potentials must satisfy the wave equation 
                          1a2 (pi             V2  (Pi  = —
a2i  at2—1,2,(2) 
where  \72 represents the two-dimensional Laplacian. 
   Laplace-transformed equation of (2) is
                                 4,2 
                         (P       V2,= 1, 2, (3)                                       a,' 
where the superimposed bar indicates the Laplace transform which is defined by 
 (x,  y,  p) =of(x, y, t) e-P' dt, p>0. (4) 
   To represent a line source we take after GARVIN the transformed potential for the 
source 
           00 = 2—apaIC„,(Pr)  a  >  0  , (5) 
                                      , 
 2 
                       e- (h-0'71 cos  kxk, y  h, (6) 
          po?)]. 
 T =  1/(h  _  y)2  +  x2  ,  T)i  =  1/k2  p2icti.2  , 
where  IC, is the modified Bessel function of the second kind and zero order. 
   Inverse transformation of (5) gives
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 =  <  , 
                             cosh-1 l- lal ,t > rich, 
                                so that the radial displacement due to the primary wave is
                   ap 
              =—- 
                     or — 4r-V t2at_(ricti)2  t  >  riui  •(7) 
The wave form expressed by (7) is shown in Fig. 2. 
   As the horizontal and vertical components of displacement should be odd and even 
functions of x respectively, we can put for a total field in each medium as follows, 
       = —a-e- (h-Y)711cos  kx  dk +B (k) e cos kx d  k  , 0  .  2P 00 
                                          (8)
 —  
oC (k) e Yn2 cos kx d k, 772=  -1/  k2+p2/a22 
   The boundary conditions at the interface require continuity in normal displacement 
and pressure, so that we can write 
  =a
apy2              ,(pi = P2 P2,at y  0  . (9) 
B(k) and C(k) are determined from (8) and (9) 
                  B  (k)  = 8'71—'72 a
 , 
 "71  (8'71 +  '72) 2pe- 
                                            (10)
               C(k)= 2  a e - hn ,                        an, + 772 2p 
 where  8  =  P21191  -
Substituting  C(k)  in  (10)  into  (8),  and  performing the differentiation we have
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x21mi
o3'h.+712 
         9'2ac° 2  772  i/2 (x,y) =2 pR ef rii + n2 e-hni+Yn2kx d k .           ay 
   Following the similar method of GARVIN we can find the expressions 
displacement components of a water particle 
                           a   u2(x,y) — —a, I  m  (F1ddtu                                   ) '
        ad  v2  (x,  y)  =  —aR e (F2dIu                          )  ,
           i 
                                     , where
    F1(1),u) =  -—, 
                 u2±y/u214,2 
                          -v/u2± 1
   F2(1),24)—,                 81"U2± 1 + V U2± 11112 
  d u r.7) —u ±. 
      d tx)Li/u2 +  1Vu21/v2 
 =  1/u2+  1  —  i/u2  +  1/0  +  u  , 
      T  
1/1 —  1/0 +  liv 
and 
    a2 h  yalt  — — ,— ,r
xx 
           1 
   Times  tD and  tll required for the direct and head waves respectively 
arrive at a point on the interface directly above the receiver are 
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                       1  t
H =1h sec  BB (x - h tan 0B),sin BB1.    a2v 
Also the travel time  t, of the refracted wave is 
                               1  t
,  =1 h sec 8, ——a-2y sec  0,'  , 
T-values (13) which correspond to the travel times  (14),  (15)  , (16) can 
respectively by 
 V  1  +  E2 
 TD    -  lip2  lip 
 TH  -=  1,
X10-5
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         Fig. 5.2 Fig. 5.3 
 Figs. 5.2  -5.7  : Solid and broken curves show respectively horizontal and vertical displacements 
              of a water particle of various depths. 
                   70,2-1/11,2 sin2 (19) 
               R=-F./cos 01—      T--   _   1/1  -  /P2  +  1/v 
where  01 must satisfy the equation 
                            vsin01 
         tan 81 —  1  . 
                          1/1 — v2 sin2 
   For prescribed locations of the source and receiver, variation of u and v with T is 
computed by an electronic computer. 
   The constants used are: 
 p,=  0.00121  ,  p2=  1.02  ,  8  =  843  ,                                              (20) 
 al = 344  m/sec  ,  a2 = 1520  m/sec  ,  v =  4.42  ,  (013 =  13°04'48")  .
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   Figs. 4, 5.1, 6, 7 show change of wave forms when the receiver is located on the 
interface and the horizontal distance is varied. In each case the initial motion is 
produced by the head wave at  TH=1 and has both positive displacement components. 
At  T=TD which is the expected arrival time of the direct wave, both components become
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   Fig. 6 .  
7. Solid and broken curves show respectively horizontal and vertical displacements 
  of a water particle on the interface.
infinitely large, and abrupt change in phase by the amount of  7T is seen in the vertical 
component. Each component has an infinitely long tail which is characteristic in a 
two-dimensional wave. As shown in those figures, from  T  =  1 a significant vertical 
motion continues, but the horizontal component at this stage is so small that it can 
hardly be perceived until the arrival of direct wave. 
   For a prescribed distance change of the wave form with increasing depth 
of the receiver from  —0.005  to  —0.15, is shown in Figs. 5.2-5.7. These figures seem to 
represent the motions immediately below the interface. The first arrival is the head 
wave, but its amplitude in the initial stage is so  small as to be thought practically zero 
before the arrival time  T=TR of the directly refracted wave. Although the horizontal 
and vertical components for any depth suddenly vary respectively to plus and minus 
infinities at TR, duration of this pulse becomes longer with increasing depth of the 
receiver. This fact indicates that energy contained in the refracted wave increases with 
depth of the receiver. 
   The impulsive phase due to the refracted wave is followed by finite-amplitude 
disturbances which may be attributed to the direct wave that strikes a surface point 
directly over the receiver. It is seen that peaks for both components occur near TD. 
Change with depth of the  amplitude for each component is shown in Fig. 8. The 
amplitude decrease seems to be of exponential type. Variation with depth of the 
times when maximum displacement components occur is shown in Fig. 9, for the case
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Fig. 9 Variation with depth of the 
displacement occurs.
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 Fig. 10 An example of 
 T=1.00, when
 r=c0 z.3.20 
a particle motion on the water surface. The locus 
the head wave arrives at the observation point.
starts at
   Particle motion is shown in Figs. 10 and 11 
Direction of motion of a water particle  situated 
for the case  =0.1.
for 
 at7)
 cases  =0.1 
 —0 .03  or  -0.
, and  11=0, 
1 is shown in
 7)=-0 .1. 
Fig. 12,
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     Fig. 12 Variation with T of direction of motion of a water particle near the surface, 
3. Approximate Solution 
   We assume the following potentials, the time factor  e';''r being omitted. 
 coo ___. e  -  tiki[xsinwi-1-  1  y  -  h'  costedi]  , 
 991  =-• A  e-ii,i[xsirmi+ycoszvi] 
1
                  (p2B e                                        tk2xsiiirc,2 ycosw21                      =---- 
where 
 (0  0) 
 ki ----,k,  al—a2 . 
The boundary conditions can be written as 
 a,a(p2           —
ay-lq90 +991) —ay,  pi  (tpo  +  (Pi)  --  P2  (P2  •
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 8  cos  w,  — 1COS  W2 
 A=-   1 
 8 COS W1  +---COS W2                                   
• (23) 
                  2 cos  w1 exp (—  i k,h cos w,)  B 
 1   S  cos  wi  +  v  cos  W2 
 k, sin  w1 = k2  sin  w2  ,  a =  =  a2/a1 
Inserting the expression for B into the third equation of (21) and then using the 
relations between displacement components and the potential 
 a  972  a  C°2  
 112  — V  a  x'2ay  ' 
we have 
 u2  i  k1  sin  w, 
2  2  cos  w,     . 1_/1         v2k 11/2— sm w,Scos+  v— sin2  wi 
 „ 
 x  e-iki[zsinvoi-Fhcoswi-yv'it,2sin~w1(24) 
   Performing the operation 
                             a ix/2-1-ic' 
 d  w, 
                                                    - 7r/2  icK, 
 to  990 in (21) and to the displacement components (24), 
 w/2.-Fti«, 
 00=  -  y-  hcoswi] d w1— H0(2)  (k  r) , (25) 
 7r 
 %/2-  ico 
 1/(y  _  h)2  x2  , 
 421 a/ 2+—  ik,  sin w, 2 cosw, 
  77. J                                  712;kIsin2 wcos w,+—sin2z e), 
          1,2i1p2 
 X  e-  iki[xsinwii-hcoszvi y'/I/v2-sin2w1] d wt• (26) 
(26) expresses the displacements of a water particle produced by a line source located 
at (0, h, 0). 
   To evaluate the contour integrals in (26), a two-sheeted Riemann surface is used 
(Fig. 13). Straight cuts are made by connecting the branch points  B(sin-l-  1/v, 0) and B' 
 (77.—sin-11/7),  0), and it is assumed that  Re1/1/7,2—  sin2w,>  0 in the upper  sheet. The 
original path of integration is denoted by L.  
(  1  ) Case where  1  yl is not small. 
   Saddle points should be sought from the relation
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                 L  Lai 
 B-0  ' ,,, A  ei  -7 ri. P 
                    ./-IFig.  13  wi=p-Fiq,  S1, S2: saddle points 
             1
2 0 B, B',  B": branch points  L: original                  'L7 
                                             path of integration  LS.1,  LS.2: paths of 
                                             steepest descents L1  L2: paths of
                                           branch line integral 
 W,— Plane 
   d f (wi)  
 d w,---  0  , f (w1) = — i  k1  [x sin  w1 + h cos  w1y  V  1/v2 —  sin2  wij  . 
A saddle point S1, with a real value is denoted by  w,----01, where  01 satisfies the relations 
 x  =  Ri  sin  01  , 
{ 
  ycos131 ---—R, 
                    v/11p2—sin'01—1cos 0-.(27) 
h
 01 represents the incident angle of the refracted wave (Fig. 14). 
As  sin01  <1/y, the original path L can be deformed into  L.,,, (cos  (p-01) cosh  q=1) as 
shown in Fig. 13. 
   The method of steepest descents gives 
 ii2} a {— i  k1 sin 8, 2 cos0, 
_   _   -12  i k1Vp12 _ sin2 011[8  cos  0,+,2                                      II-1—  sin2  01 
                                                               , 
                                     iki[xsinPi+hcosAl- y"./1,1,2sia2611 ]         X/27.t. e        k,1   .(28)  y(1— 7,12)  sin2  01
 Ri-- 
                            (—1,—— sin20,)3" 
The exponent in (28) corresponds to the travel time of the refracted wave, the factor 
 2  cos  0, 
 8 cos 01 +1/1/0— sin  01                                             (29)
indicates the coefficient of refraction into water, and the factor 
 1 
 I/- —--—                    y (1 — 1/7,2) sin2  01 (30)                          R1— 
  (11112  —  sin2  01)3/2










represents the effect of divergence of the refracted ray. GERJOUY (1948) has derived 
(30) ray-acoustically and showed that the solution by the method of steepest descents 
gives surprisingly accurate picture of the refracted wave. GERJOUY has taken into 
account of a complex root for the case of small y, to derive a solution for small y. We 
shall derive a different kind of solution from his. 
(2) Case where I  yl is small. 
   For sufficiently small values of y compared with x and h, a saddle point can be 
determined from the relation 
 d  f  (WO  
                                              =0 ,  d  
w, 
where 
                f (wi) —  i  k1  [x  sin  wi +  h  cos  wi]  . 
The saddle pointw1=B2satisfies the relations 
 x  R  sin  02,  h  =  R  COS  02  , (31) 
and the physical meaning of  82 and R are evident from Fig. 14. 
   The original path L can be deformed so that a closed path on the Riemann surface 
contains the path L,  Ls.2, which passes through the saddle point  S2, and the paths  L1 
and L2 which go around the branch point B.  Ls., and  L1L2 are taken as the paths 
of steepest descent from  S2 and B respectively. It is to be noted that the relation 
 /m1/1/7,2—sin2w,<0 holds on  Lc.2 
   The results of approximate evaluation are as follows; 
   A) contribution from the saddle point. 
 kl  pin  02  1 a .1/2zr k1 2  cos 02 
               --lil/sin2 021/v2 R L 
                           x e +  kJ.).  vs1n202  1/.)2  (7,/4)H-E7 (32) 
                                         ri/sin2 02—  1/7,2-    b =1/2 cos' 02 + sin2  02  — 1/0 , etan-'1 
 COS  02
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   B) contribution from the branch line integral. 
       a  2-/  PS  leo  17  1 —  11v2—  1]  liB  = ,v7r „3/ 2(1 _ ii,2)1/482{sin (02 _0B)}3/ 2 
                      hi 
               Xe  -  ikiR  cos  (NB-  02)  , ,  (k
„  R)312 
         a 2-V-2- 1/i (1 —liv2)1)4 ki     rflB.---=e - ikil?cos (dB- 02)  .
         1/7t P1126{sin(02-0B)}1/2 (k1R)3/2 
   To obtain solutions for a  shock-type source, we perform the operation 
          1   ReJ dcoI f(u) exp H i(.0 (0- — Oldcr,                   77 
 o 
where 
 f  (1)  —  e't  ,  t  >  0  , 
 =  0  ,  t  <  0 ,  X.  >  0  , 
to the equation 
                   a0  tY—=ail277rk ei(7,/4kr)                      o—ay• 
and to (28), (32),  (33)  . 
   Thus we obtain the radial displacement due to the initial wave 
            / 
 2X  
                                              e  AY-A/al) ,                        Do.--'ay 7I -cc,r 
and the displacement components of a water particle. 
(1) Case where  I y  1 is not small.  u—u2,  v  =v2 
 "sin  01  2  1/7r— 1 1/ x1  2  cos  81   }—1/1/v2— sin20, a  r  al[8 cos 0,+1/1/0—sin2  0,1  v2                      7t 
                                   e_ X[t (xsinei+hcosaiyV1/1,2- sin201)/al                X
---  -  _-   _  . 
                        11R——Y-(1 — /P2) sin2  01                               1 (1/,„2_ sin2  01)3/2 
(2) Case where  I  y  1 is small.  u=us+uB,  V=VS-FVB 
 us 
isin 02 
 Vs 1/7r                                    02                  Ea02-- 1/v2           _^s'2 2a  (   2cobs )V 2;I/ X e X(t - R/                                 aicti) 
                         ,V ._1 - + E 
 {cosXysin02  
                                                                       ,,2        ai,
 X  , 
                           sin  0XY / sin2  02——12-+ El 
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 uB  =
   a 
 -t/r
 2  -V  -2- 
 P3/2
  1 1 
 82 (1  —  1/v2)1/4  R3/2 {sin (02 —  0B)}3/2
 VB  =
 XV  al
 a  2  -1,/  2 
 'V  77  ^/
 S  X /  1  
 e  -  A[t {Rcos(02-8/3)1/ai]                             
.„2
 (1  liv2)1/  4  1
 8
 /  al  X —X
 R3/2 {sin (02 —  OB)}3/  2
 e-  xLt -  iRcos(62-0B))/01)
(40)
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   (38) is an approximate solution when  1.3,41,  I  yfitik1, while sum of (39) and (40) 
is an approximate solution when  ly/x  I  ,  ly/h  I  <1. 
   For =0.1 and  77=  —0.0001—  —0.02, Figs. 15.1-15.6 show variation with depth 
of the wave forms immediately beneath the surface, where the definitions of T, and  77 
remain the same as those given in (13). 
   Those figures are obtained from (39) alone, as the amplitude of the head waves 
expressed by (40) is less than that of (39) by the order of  103. It is to be noted that, 
while the solution (32) for a periodic source shows an exponentially decreasing amplitude 
with  depth, the aperiodic solution (39) does not retain this character. Actually the 
figures show that the horizontal component decreases a little, while the vertical one 
increases. 
   For a little deeper locations of the receiver,  77=-0.108, —0.526, —1.028, the dis-
                Fig. 16.1-16.3: Displacement components derived from (38). 
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placement components are shown in Fig. 16.1-16.3. Those figures are drawn by use of 
the expression (38). We can see that the amplitudes increase with depth, but their 
magnitude is 102 order less than that derived from (39) and shown in Fig. 15.1-15.6. 
4. Summary 
   An explosive line source of sound is located in air which is separated by an 
infinite plane surface from underlying water. The motion of a water particle near the 
boundary surface and very far from the source is investigated by evaluating exactly 
the contour integrals after the method of GARVIN and also by using the method of 
steepest descents to obtain an approximate solution. 
   Immediately below the water surface, the first arrival is a head wave with unper-
ceptibly small amplitude, the next is an impulsive wave with infinite amplitude and 
very short duration. This pulse has an arrival time  'rR which is expected from ray 
acoustics, and its duration time increases with depth of the receiver, which indicates 
energy increase of the refracted wave with increasing depth. The last disturbance is 
an exponentially decreasing wave which may result from total reflection of the rays 
at points on the surface above the receiver. 
   Between  r, and TD (arrival time of the direct wave to the surface point directly 
above the receiver), the disturbance seems to be produced by the head wave. When 
the receiver approaches sufficiently near the surface, the vertical component is gradu-
ally built up, while the horizontal one is rather suddenly increased. 
   On the boundary surface initial motion of a particle is upward and away from 
the source. 
   Some characteristics of a particle motion are graphically shown.
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   For comparison sake results of approximate solution are shown graphically for 
a given horizontal distance and various depths. 
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